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What is the goal of CASA?
• Separate signals?
-output is unmixed waveforms -underconstrained, very hard ... -too hard? not required?
• Source classification? -output is set of event-names -listeners do more than this... -hard part is finding the mask (segregation)
• Something in-between
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Missing Data Results

• Estimate static background noise level N(f)
• Cells with energy close to background are considered "missing"
-must use spectral features!
• But: nonstationary noise → spurious mask bits -can we try removing parts of mask? 
Calculating fragment matches • P(X|M) -the clean-signal feature model • P(X|Y,S)/P(X) -is X 'visible' given segregation?
• Integration collapses some bands...
• P(S|Y) -segregation inferred from observation
-just assume uniform, find S for most likely M -or: use extra information in Y to distinguish S's...
• Result: -probabilistically-correct relation between clean-source models P(X|M) and inferred, recognized source + segregation
Using CASA features • P(S|Y) links acoustic information to segregation
-is this segregation worth considering? -how likely is it?
• Opportunity for CASA-style information to contribute -periodicity/harmonicity: these different frequency bands belong together -onset/continuity: this time-frequency region must be whole 
